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 One night can completely change your perspective on everything.  

Actually I don’t mean that tonight, Christmas Eve, is that night 

necessarily.  Despite what the TV specials would have us believe there 

is no more or less magic associated with Christmas Eve than there is 

with any other night.  Yet still, one night can completely change your 

perspective on everything. 

 It is so easy to get mixed messages at Christmas time.  On the one 

hand we are all trying to have a feeling of Christmas.  We might get 

there by decorating the house, or listening to Christmas music.  It could 

be by watching the same tried and true movies or shows every year.  It 

makes this time of the year special; different from other times of the 

year.  At least that is what I tell my kids when they want to watch 

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer in the middle of summer.  I don’t 

know how many of us are on a quest to find the “true meaning of 

Christmas” as so many protagonists of such specials are, but we are 
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looking to have a feeling that transcends the outward trappings of the 

season at least.  A feeling unique and special to this time of the year. 

 However that goal is mixed in with the overriding message to buy, 

buy, buy.  I suppose raw consumerism is fine so long as it is kept within 

reasonable limits.  From a macro-level it is easy to understand why this 

is so.  Many businesses and even industries survive and fail based on 

the performance of the last month of the year.  No wonder they 

inundate us with pleas to purchase their products.  A strong Christmas 

buying season is a sign of a strengthening economy.  The frustration is 

that, from our perspective as a single individual, this push to buy more 

and more becomes stronger with each passing year.  This was 

highlighted this year when so many stores opened on the evening of 

Thanksgiving.  The holiday buying season felt like it was pushing up 

against its own containers.  By the way that is not the first time 

capitalism tried to trump the holiday season.  During the Great 

Depression FDR unsuccessfully tried to move Thanksgiving, which is a 

national holiday, to an earlier date.  With a longer season to buy things, 

the reasoning went, this would stimulate the sluggish economy.  From a 

macro-perspective it made perfect sense.  From the perspective of the 

individual it was an outrage, and the President backed off his plan. 
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 From the perspective of the individual, the holiday season is like 

the rest of the year only more so: buy things in an attempt to make 

oneself and others happy.  I do not exempt myself and my family from 

this by the way.  I am a father of small children, and the heat is on this 

time of year.  There is real pressure to come through, in part with 

material goods for sure, but more elusively to invoke in one’s family 

and friends that feeling of Christmas that gets drowned out in the 

whirlwind of consumerism.  All year we are mired in these endless 

attachments to things.  How might we gain a new perspective?  The 

good news is that one night can completely change your whole 

perspective on everything. 

 I have always had a soft spot for Joseph in the Christmas story.  To 

read Matthew’s account of the birth of Jesus, Joseph is at best a bit 

player.  His role is pretty small.  As a plot device he seems to serve the 

function of emphasizing that in fact Mary was a virgin.  But other than 

that he is just sort of there.  The events of Christmas seem to happen to 

him rather than because of him.  Sort of a metaphor for how a lot of 

Dads feel about Christmas, perhaps.  “Where am I supposed to be?  

What am I supposed to buy?”   

 Luke’s gospel account is very different on this score.  Joseph is 

barely even mentioned; in Luke it’s all about Mary.  The angel Gabriel, 
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Israel’s guardian angel if you will, the head Seraphim himself, comes to 

Mary in broad daylight while she is awake, and speaks words to her 

that become one of the most famous prayers in history: “Hail Mary, full 

of grace, the Lord is with thee!”  In Matthew, Joseph gets his angel in a 

dream.  He is not even named; probably some middle management 

angel.  Basically the message is, “Look, I know you don’t understand all 

this, but just go with it.  Get married, name the baby Jesus, and it will all 

work out eventually.  Trust me.” 

 But what about Joseph’s story?  How does all this look from his 

perspective?  We know a few things about him from the Bible.  Joseph 

is a carpenter.  Not a great job, but certainly not the lowest of his 

society.  The Bible also says that he is a righteous man.  Hence he didn’t 

want to raise a big fuss about his fiancé being pregnant before the 

wedding; something that would bother a lot guys.  Let’s just end this 

amicably, you go your way, I go mine, and everyone is good.  No need 

for public humiliation.  Joseph had settled for himself that that was the 

way to handle this awkward situation.  He goes to sleep and dreams of 

angels.  The very next morning he does a complete 180.  His mind is 

utterly transformed.   He has a completely new perspective on 

everything after one night. 
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 What has changed?  Well for one thing, Joseph doesn’t care what 

people think anymore.  He lets go of gossip and people talking about 

him behind his back.  People who talk behind your back and are too 

afraid to say things to you directly are not worth worrying about.  

Joseph sees that now.  He is not so attached to external things that 

were never under his control to begin with.  Instead, Joseph follows the 

calling of his own heart.  He lets it lead him wherever it will.  He has a 

new found freedom, no longer confined to the expectations and 

pettiness of others.  He is living the life he literally dreamed possible.  It 

is not easy of course.  It is not pure bliss all of the time, but it is better 

than being hemmed in by haters and scoffers who judge too quickly 

and forgive too slowly. 

 Why?  What the heck was in those words that the angel said to 

Joseph to make him wake up, in every way possible, and live his life in a 

radically new direction?  It isn’t so much what the angel said as what it 

stirred up within Joseph.  Those simple words opened Joseph up to a 

completely new perspective on his life.  The angel is basically saying to 

him, “I know there is all this stuff you are worried about with what 

people are going to say about you and your wife.  But be not afraid of 

all that.  Because your life is not composed of these high school-esque 

dramas of who is cool and who is not.  Your life is part of a grander 

narrative, a larger purpose, you are called to something greater and 
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larger than you can even imagine right now, so it’s time to let go of all 

that other stuff.  Don’t ignore it or the people, but don’t let it define 

who you are.  Move boldly into this new chapter of your life.” 

 It is true that Joseph doesn’t get a lot of air time in the Bible, even 

here in Matthew.  But by marrying Mary he sets in motion all that 

follows.  Furthermore, Joseph is a direct ancestor of David; hence the 

term coming from the “house of David.”  Prophesy of that time said 

that the Messiah would come from the lineage of David.  Back in the 

Old Testament, when David became king he was anointed with oil.  

Messiah means “the anointed one” in English.  In Greek, which is the 

language in which the New Testament is written, Messiah is translated 

as the Greek word “Christ.”  The New Testament argument that Jesus is 

the Messiah, the anointed one, the Christ, all turns on the fact that 

Joseph came from the lineage of David.  Without Joseph the entire 

premise of the New Testament falls apart; at least from the point of 

view of a first century Jewish perspective.  You have to cross all of your 

scriptural tees and dot all of your eyes if you want to convince someone 

raised in the Jewish tradition at the time the Book of Matthew was 

written that Jesus is this Messiah we have been waiting for.  That 

argument cannot work without Joseph.  Luke was written by a Greek 

convert to Christianity, but Matthew knows how important Joseph is 

and how his life plays a critical role in the story. 
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 But Joseph didn’t know.  He couldn’t know; at least not on his 

own.  Given the worries of his day, the mundane realities of his life, it 

would be almost impossible for him to understand such a broad 

perspective.  I am sure he was kept busy with lots of carpentry jobs, 

orders to fill, invoices to send out, and deadlines to meet.  Maybe there 

were Samaritan sub-contractors he had to deal with.  Who knew he 

was destined for greater things? 

 Ironically, Christmas itself can be the very thing that catches us up 

in our own little dramas.  There are the gifts to get; making sure they 

are the right ones and equally balanced among the children.  The 

lighting competition with the neighbors.  Mastering the complex recipe 

so that your dish gets the most oohs and ahhs around the holiday table.  

Or perhaps just showing up at the holiday table is drama.  You have to 

deal with the obnoxious uncle, the co-dependent relationship your 

brother is in, or having to watch what you say around grandma because 

your sister isn’t out to her yet.  All that stuff is real.  There is no 

pretending it isn’t.  The question though is, “Is it the most important?”  

What is the most important thing to you?  What do you dream for your 

life to be?  What do you wish you had always done?  What makes you 

jealous when you see it in others? 
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 The answers to these questions are like angels coming to us in our 

dreams.  They point the way to what our soul is calling us to do.  I invite 

you to consider the angel in the story of Joseph as a metaphor.  For a 

moment, leave aside your feelings about the existence or non-existence 

of angels.  Consider this: that the angel is a metaphor for Joseph’s true 

self.  It is what he really wanted to do, but nearly didn’t do because he 

almost allowed others to dictate to him how to live through their petty 

judgments of him.  It was this realization in his dream, the message 

from the angel to be not afraid, that liberated Joseph from those 

external dramas.  It motivated him to live out the commandment of his 

heart.  One night completely changed his perspective on everything. 

 Even Freud, that paragon of secular Humanism, urged his patients 

to pay attention to their dreams.  Indeed his “Interpretation of Dreams” 

has been the gold standard for such practice for nearly a century.  That 

is because when we sleep we let go of all the stuff in our lives that 

clutter up our minds.  Sometimes in those quiet moments the soul 

shines through and speaks the truth to us.  Call it an angel if you like – 

or don’t.  Our soul calls to us all of the time.  The problem is that most 

of the time we are too distracted to listen, and things like Christmas 

and over-consuming act as distractions from what really matters to us. 
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 How do we hear it?  How do we listen to the proverbial angel that 

is speaking to us in our dream?  Letting go of everything that is not that 

call is one way to go.  But selling all your possessions is not realistic for 

most of us.  We still have to live after all.  No I think the point is that 

letting go means not letting ourselves get distracted away from what 

truly matters.  There are a lot of distractions and dramas at Christmas 

time.  It’s easy to get knocked off your game.  Not falling down the 

rabbit hole and getting caught up in the emotional drama of all that 

allows us to pay attention to the things that are important that call to 

us: it might be some form of artistic expression, finally getting to that 

task or activity we have been procrastinating, or it could be crossing a 

couple of items off the old bucket list this year.  These are examples of 

what it would look like to respond to that calling.  Live into that new 

perspective – it can transform your life. 

 The angel calls to you.  How will you respond when you wake up?  

Amen and Merry Christmas. 


